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pens- Winthrop, "Life in the Open Air "
"The Ma1!1e
had traced and illumined the route, so it was. clearly outhn~d to .our imag1~atI~n,
but we did not know that, 58 years afterward it would be printed In The No1the1n,
and here we are.
This humble pen will be aided by authentic photographs of persons, hotels,
camps, and other things, long since dis~ppe~red, a collect10n ?f m~re th~n fifty
years, some lately found and others promised in season f_or the issue tn. which they
belong, and these will tell their own story better than this pen can tell ' '.·
I will whisper that all the events were as stated .. yet were not all
the. one
excursion, but in two over the same r~ute, an~ are 1nt~rwoven because Impor tant
as history. and for other reasons. This explains seem ing errors as to dates. I
will tell the story, antl you may make dates as you please.
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PAR f III

HEN our snuffles and the
racket of the donkey
have passed into. history
we "sit up and take
notice"-who and what
are the passengers? We
recognize Major Hastings Strickland and Nick Curran; if
we keep our eyes and ears open we
shall later know all we need about
the others.
Beyond "Hardscrabble" the lake
takes a turn to the northeast and is
broad and impressive, having only two
islands which are near to the shore,
presents more effect of size and distance than does the southern part of
the lake, but is much less attractive.
There are mountains to right of u s,
mountains to left of u s, and mountains behind us, but, in front of us is
a broad expanse of shining water with
at the farthest edge a few small
bushes sticking up above the surfac_e,
and "shimmering" in the uncertam
light, no shore in sight ther_e, _no hill
or eminence of any sort, as 1f 1t were
an outlet to an ocean twenty miles
away. Five or six miles ~arther _on
the scattering bushes grow mto_ a !me
of forest, as even as a tn1!1med
hedge, with an opening i_n the middle,
and that line of light 1s the North
East Carry, which so appears becau~e
it is the edge of the bowl, beyond it
the land descends sharply to the north
and northeast, over that edge the
water of Moosehead Lake should
logically flow, and did flow thousand_s
of years ago, as we shall see later on.
If the Penobscot should "borrow"
~ioosehead by the expense of a few
hundred dollars at either of the
carries at the head of the lake, the
Kennebec might become a rivulet.
There were projects for this, but
strongly opposed and defei;ited. TI:e
Penobscot can get along without this
bowl, having plenty of its own. From
the top of Mt. Ktaadn we shall see
them, and two or three that are
"borrowed" from the St. John river.
The course of the "Fairy" being
now set for the carry, Capt. Robinson
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asked Nick Cunan "to take the
wheel," and he and Johnny Billodoux
went below and divested themselves
of the "blue and gold" and returned
clad in apparel more suitable for the
cany and the work to be done there.
Ourselves, wishing to see more of the
"Fairy," went below and around, on
the main deck we discovered a cow
with a ticket for Chesuncook: good
enough! One of u s can ride on the
·west Branch road-we shall see later
on that this cow has some very unu sual talents and accomplishments.
Three or four miles from the carry
we come in view of Center I sland,
just off a long point or cape which
divides the head of the lake into two
nearly equal bays, the "Fairy" shifts
her course toward the island and a
party of two sportsmen come off in a
canoe and are taken aboard.
They are intending to go to Rainbow Lake, and can go by way of the
V.'est Branch, or return with the
steamer to Lily Bay and go by way
of the Grant Place. All this created
diversion and advice.
'We never
learned their decision in. the matter.

As soon as the interest in this
episode is over and the course changed
for the North East Carry, we perceive
that this diversion places before us a
fine view of Mt. Ktaadn, which is not
very broadly visible from the usual
cous~ nearer the eastern shore, but
now is grandly prominent in the east,
as if on a high plateau. The atmosphere being very clear and th~ sun
at our back, it is indeed a magmficent
view. This great mountain is the
chief reason and object point of our
trip and from henceforth will be
featured as our "cloud by day." After
our canoe is launched on the "west
branch" we shall have the unu sual
experi~nce of coasting for sixty miles
down a river over i·apids and shallows,
and through Jakes and deadwaters,
ever toward Ktaadn, which will be
visible some part of every day along
the one hundred and seventy-five miles
between the carry and Bangor. We
shall face it until we reach the Abol
meadow, and after that it will watch
us from beyond the tree tops, and
across the lower lakes.
"The Fairy" has whistled for the
carry and a bustle of preparation f~r
landing commences. The proble_m 1s
simple but troublesome, as there 1s no
wharf. If there ever were one it has
been carried away by ice. This head
of the lake is a sand beach a mile or
more in length and the water is very
shallow. Bateaux and canoes are to
be launched from the gangway, loaded
and noled ashore till they ground,
then it is get out and wade and haul
them up on the beach. Two large
bateaux put off from shore, and a yoke
of oxen: hauls out a substitute wharf,
which is a sled with a low scow on
it to take the baggage and passeng~rs. We hand our stuff into the
scow. The bottom of the sugar bucket
falls out in the scramble, but our
sugar is cut Jump sugar and is easily
rescued. Everybody and everything
gets ashore somehow. The cow, a
simple proposition, is led on the &'ang
'plank, which is pushed out and tilted
where the water is ju~t deep enough;
she slides gracefully into Moosehead,

The Ox and Car.
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Fairy of the Lake.

finds her feet, her wild, rolling eyes
settle into their usual calm, she walks
stolidly ashore and falls to eating the
dry grass.
Just as we get fairly up the bank,
a voice cries out, "Here comes Major
Strickland, Nick Curran and a lot
more, all hands go to frying salt
pork," and there are shouts and welcomes and guying and some confusion.
A number of people and some goods
are going out to the boat to go down
the lake. We look up our property,
and by the time we get it together,
"The Fairy" has hurried away and
has become small in the distance, as
it will be late at best before she can
make fast at Greenville wharf.
\Ve look about u s to observe the
carry and its surroundings and, first,
the view of the lake from it. We see
all the upper half, as far as Kineo.
It is eight miles wide and twenty
miles long, in full front of us.
The impression is of a large lake
without an island. Kineo, Little Kineo
and some other eminences of s imilar
shape at first remind us of great, dark
animals, lying at rest off there and
watching over the lakes.
The bank just here and entrance to
the carry is a clearing, evidently of
some age, and covered with grass. The
nearly level sand beach, curves for a
mile or so, but farthest toward the
east -as far as Norcross brook, which
is a boundary of John Ross's tract.
Above the beach is a n arrower strip
of gravel sprinkled with pebbles, then
a low, even bank, thick woods of
second growth birches, maples, poplars, etc., trees about 16 or 17 years
old, in fact all the northern shore of
t his lake is a moraine cast up by the
flood s of thousands or millions of
years. No camp or shanty is in sight ;
must be one nearby in the woods. A
few men a r e sitting around, looking
on and talking. .Joe Morris is with
the team, from which the little flat
scow has been removed, and he is
preparing to make up a load to haul
across. We arrange to have our stuff
put on promptly, so we may get into

camp early. A bateau is put on first,
then baggage, then our canoe, upside
down, riding on ropes strung across
from posts.
We get into conversation with the
men and each tells where he has been
or i~ going. This sort of thing is expected in these parts, and any other
sort of thing is resented. We sit down
in the midst, and keep up our end of
the discussion.
As soon as they learn we are going
down the West Branch without a
guide, they try to dissuade u s, and
point out all sorts of dangers.
While one declares that the water
is so low that we cannot get along
with three men in one canoe, another
says that we will be swamped on the
falls and be drowned; others that we
can't find the carries, nor our way
out of the "lower lakes." We have
run canoes before this, over falls and
rapids or any old place, and can swim
like ducks, but we do not dispute.
After they had their turn, one, Jack
Mann, who had kept quiet, thought he
would take a hand.
"B:>ys," said he, "these fellows don't

know what they are talking about.
Most of 'em were never on the West
Branch, only right around here, and
not one of 'em ever went as far as
'Rapogenus' even. I've driven the W€st
Branch forty years, and I know every
foot of it. You won't have the least
trouble ever was, and you'll have the
best trip you ever take in your lives.
I can tell you in ten minutes every
carry and channel, and all about the
lakes, so you can't miss 'em. There's
no danger of being drowned on this
branch at summer pitch; but there
might be in driving times. You'll find
shallow spots between here and
'Suncook, where you'll have to get out
and pull the canoe along, and there's
one or two pair o'rips where one'll
have to get out anyway and walk by;
but below 'Suncook you won't go on
any falls, you'll just have deadwaters
and lakes, and carry by the falls.
Everybody has to-nothing but logs
can run the falls. You'll run 'the
horse race,' but one of you can walk
by on the right hand side if you
choose."
So Jack: told u s many special, small
details, or marks by which we could
find the carries without having to
hunt for them; these will not be told
here, but as we come to them.
We regret to leave these fellows,
but we must be on our way over the
carry. We had taken some packages
of tobacco along, thinking it would be
more welcome than anything else in
those woods, so we handed some out.
In gratitude to Jack Mann for his
courtesy we gave him one of our
hunting knives-a clasp knife. It will
be useful to him even if he is not a
hunter. Shaking hands and exchanging good wishes we take our leave
and start on our walk over the carry,
which is said to be two and a half
miles in length.
It is "taboo" to go over this carry
and down the West Branch without
a red shirt (at least to start with).
When the wearer emerged from the
branch at "The Forks,'' (Nicatou) if
any of it was left, the fragment was
"any old color."
The carry is a path two or three
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The North East Carry.
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Capt. Thomas Robinson

Commanded the "Fairy of the Lake" from
1858 to 1872. and took charg-e of the "Gov.
Coburn" in 187:.!.

rods wide; a little wider at this opening but narrowing within ten rods to
its regular width, at which it remains
without variation as far as visible like
a railroad's right of way, and straight
as an arrow. It rises slightly for a
hundred yards, and we get fairly into
it, explains to us the reason for its
undeviating character by showing on
the right hand side, a little beyond the
middle, a line of wooden railway
which has been mostly destroyed by
fire; with here and there remains of
rails and cross ties, between which
there is a growth of golden rnd, ferns
and low-bush blueberries. The road
on which the hauling is done is close
by the side this old railway, and on
the left hand side.
There is some grass and the walking is easy.
We hasten for a few rods but the
big blueberries tempt us and we loiter.
T_hese are everywhere. 'We soon meet
Joe Morris returning with the team
for another load, and arrange for our
meals at his house.
This carry is a charming woods
road, the fire has not injured it much.
A few of the first scarlet maple leaves
are showing in places. We have asked
about the fire that destroyed the old
railway, but all the reply we get is
that "it was set by bluebel'l'y pickers,"
Lut no one can tell when that took
place.
We must consult "circumstantial evidence." It was here in
1861, but not in 1864, therefore in
1862 or 1863. Examination of the old
rails and ties that remain, and of the
scorched trees seems to indicate that
it was burned about one year ago, and
that the railway, (old dry pine stuff)
suffered more than did the trees, and
now as we shall be an hour or more
before we get across the carry, let u s
eat blueberries while I tell you the
story of the wooden railway.
The Maine Legislature of 1847
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granted a charter as follows:
CHAPTER 72
AN ACT to Incorporate the Moose
Head Lake Railway Company.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives in Legislature assembled, as follows :
SECT. 1. C. W. Gower, Josiah
Hinkley, Samuel P. Strickland, Hastings Strickland, Aaron Babb, Arvida
Hayford,
J o_nathan
A.
Cushing,
George W . Kmg, Abner Coburn and
Philander Coburn, their a ssociates,
successors and assigns, are hereby
made a body politic and corporat~ by
the name of the Moose Head Lake
Railway Company, with all the powers, rights and privileges of similar
corporations.
SECT.
2. Said corporation is
hereby authorized to locate, construct
and maintain a railway with materials
of wood or otherwise, with one 01·
more tracks, from the head of Moose
Head Lake to the west branch of the
Penobscot River; and also a railway
with one or more sets of tracks from
Umbazookskus lake to Mud pond. And
said corporation are further authorized to enter upon and take such land
and property as may be necessary to
construct their said roads, with the
necessary wharves and depots; PROVIDED, said corporation shall pay to
the proprietor or proprietors, for land,
property or materials, so taken and
u sed, such price as they and said proprietor or proprietors may agree upon. And if the parties shall not otherwise agree, then said corporation shall
pay s uch damages as may be ascertained and determined by the county
commissioners for the county of Piscataquis, in t he same manner and
under the same restrictions and lim itations as are by law provided in the
case of damages by laying out public
highways; but the application for
damages shall be made within two
years from taking of the same.
SECT. 3. The legislature may
hereafter establish a toll for the
transportation of passengers, merchandize and other property on said
railways.
(Approved July 28. 1847.)
The "right of way" is 2 miles and
40 rods from shore to shore, the width
is nearly 3 rods, the track at the right
hand, as you see, and the left hand
reserved for a sled track in winter or
other season.
The guage of the track (inside) is
3 feet 6 inches, not wide enough for
a yoke of oxen, but for one ox or other

Where the "Fairy of the Lake" was built by
'M ajor B. S. Big-r. ~y. who was also builder
of the other steam.:>rs.

Major B.

S. Bigney, Builder of The Fait·y
of the Lake.

animal, if two or more were attached,
it was "tandem."
The track was made of straight pine
logs 50 feet, and some 60 feet long,
hewed on three sides, leaving on the
upper side an outside edge 2 or 3
inches wide to prevent derailing of the
wheels, but on some rails, which were
hewed flat, 3 inch edge or cleat was
nailed on, for the same purpose.
The ties were logs 4 or 5 inches in
diameter, fitted and pinned to the rails
with juniper pins, as logs are pinned
in the construction of a log shanty.
The track was levelled, by excavation,
by filling in, a nd by a wooden platform here and there for the draft
animal to t ravel on.
The body of the car was a platform
five feet or more wide, and ten feet
long, it just cleared the tops of the
wheels, and overhung them.
The
wheels were (at first ) wooden disks
cut from large pine logs, but these
would, under strain of a heavy load,
crack along the grain, and for that
and other reasons, they were replaced
with iron wheels, cast in one piece
(hub, rim and spokes ) of the size
u sed for railway freight cars at t hat
time. At first, at the Moosehead end
of the carry, the heavy hogsheads,
barrels, bateaux, etc., were rolled or
carried up the bank to the railway,
but later iron rails were obtained from
the Bangor, Old Town and Milford
railway, and the track extended over
a construction of logs to the wharf, on
this part of the track a platform was
built for the draft animal to travel on.
This arrangement was not of long
continuance, for the reason that it was
at times destroyed by t he ice along
with the wharf itself .
The ox wore "a crooked yoke"
(shaped like a horse shoe) to which
ropes were attached. If a horse was
u sed a lone or tandem he wore the
u sual harness, collar, etc. There were
no shafts (the road is mostly level).
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There was a powerful hand brake
operated from either end of the car,
which would control it on any grade.
As the car could not be turned around,
the animal could be attached to either
end. The heavy loads travelled from
the head of the carry to the foot. Beyond that the contents of the barrels,
hogsheads, etc., were consumed by the
"lumberjacks" 01· by the "river drivers," the large bateaux went down
stream with the logs to the booms
above Old Town and were hauled by
the "tote teams" from there to Greenville in seas:m for the next spring
drive. The carry is mostly level, except in the last quarter mile in which
is a descent of 58 feet, evenly distributed-a four and four-tenths per
cent. grade.
Samuel Hinckley owned the clearing
at the foot of the carry, and was
there from 1847 to 1854.
Having related all I have learned
about this railway, we will listen to
what the writers and poets who have
travelled over it have to tell us.
Thoreau, 1853: "The steamer approached a long pier projecting from
the northern wilderness, and built of
some of its logs-and whistled, where
not a cabin nor a mortal was to be
seen. There was not a single cab-man
to cry "Coach" or inveigle u s to a
United States hotel. At length a Mr.
Hinckley, who has a camp at the other
end of the carry appeared with a
truck drawn by an ox and a horse
over a rude log railway through the
woods."
Winthrop, 1860: "The steamboat
d umped us and our canoe on a wharf
at the lake-head about four o'clock.
The wharf promised a settlement,
which, however, did not exist. There
was for population, one man and one
great ox.
Following the inlandpointing nose of the ox, we saw, penetrating the forest, a wooden railroad,
ox-locomotive, and no other befitted
such rails. The train was one great
go-cart. vVe packed our traps upon
it, roofed them with our birch, and
without much ceremony or whistling
moved on. As we started, so did the
steamboat. The link between us and
the inhabited world grew more and
more attenuated. Finally it snapped,
and we were in the actual wilderness ..
I am sorry to chronicle that Iglesias
hereupon turned to the ox and said
impatiently, "Now, then, bullgine."
Corduroy railroad, ox locomotive,
and go-cart train up in the pine woods,
were a novelty and a privilege. Our
cloven-hoofed engine did not whirl
turbently along, like a thing of wheels.
Slow and sure must the knock-kneed
chewer of cuds step from log to log.
Creakingly the train followed him,
pausing and starting and pausing
again with groans of inertia.
A very fat ox was this, protesting
every moment against his employment,
where speed, his duty, and sloth, his
nature, kept him bewildered by their
rival injunctions.
Whenever the
engine-driver stopped to pick a huckleberry, the train, self-braking, stopped
also, and the engine took in fuel from
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Bill Pooler, Fireman of The Fairy of the Lake.

the tall grass that grew between the
sleepers.
It was the sensation of sloth at its
uttermost. Iglesias and I, meanwhile
marched along and shot the game of
the country, namely: one Tetraco
Canadensis, one spruce partridge,
making in all one bird, quite too
pretty to shoot with its red and black
plumage.
So, at last, in an hour, after shooting one bird and swallowing six
million berries, for the railroad was
a shaft into a mine of them, we came
to the terminus. The chewer of cuds
was disconnected, and plodded off to
his stable. The go-cart slid down an
inclined plane to the river, the Penobscot.
We paid quite freely for our brief

monopoly of the railroad to the superintendent, engineer, stoker, switchtender, brakeman, baggage master and
every other official in one.
But who would grudge his tribute
to the enterprise that opened this narrow vista through toward the Hyperboreans, and planted these once not
crumbling sleepers, and once not
rickety rails, to save a passenger a
portage.
Here, at Bullgineville, the pluralist
railroad manager had his cabin and
clearing, ex-engine house and warehouse."
I am indebted to Capt. Fred D.
Bigney of Greenville for these notes.
"Hogan," (other name and residence unknown) who had charge of
the first dam for the Kennebec Driving Co., build the first steamer at
Moosehead Lake, the first "Moosehead." Her hull was built into the
"Amphitrite" in 1848 or 1849 by
Major Bigney, at West Cove. Later,
at Greenville, Major Bigney built the
second "Moosehead" in 1854; the
"Fairy of the Lake" in 1858; the
"Lumberman" in 1860; the "Gov.
Coburn" in 1872, and the "William
Parker" in 1874. Major Bigney also
built the North East Carry railway,
and a large ice boat for Major Hastings Strickland. At that time Major
Strickland owned an immense scow
propelled by sails, which carried his
supplies from Greenville to the North
East Carry.
----~01-----

Mrs. "Willoughby: "Is Mrs. Jones a
widow?"
Mr. Willoughby: "Not exactly, but
she sent her husband out to match a.
piece of cloth, and told him not to.
dare to return until he had matched
it. That was twenty years ago. He
has not returned yet."

A

John Billodou:x, Engineer, etc., of The Fairy
of t he Lake.

LUMBER

ROMANCE

Now young Cy White was rather
spruce while little Roie was a goose,
but rather poplar too. Si met her at
the beech, they say, last summer on a
sultry day; "a fitting place," say yew.
And when Si cedar on the sand, eh
took her palm within his hand and
said, "For yew I pine."... I passed
and saw Cypress his suit. With sallow
face, like ash, tho cute, she said, "I
must decline." Cy asked if Rosewood
grant a kiss-a nervy thing to ask a
miss-but she was firm as oak. "Don't
pull that chestnut, sir, on me; my
friend Jack Whitewood angry be.
Take that fir yours, you bloke!" And
Rosie slapped him on the face and
said, "You'd butternut embrace me
here where dad might see, or maybe
daddy's dogwood chase you all around
this sandy place, for daddy dotes on
me." "Oh, gosh all Hemlock," murmured Cy. ' 'Tho you may swat me
in the eye, I'd wed you if I could, for
I have succumbed to you complete; I
love you from your head to feet; a
man of ironwood."
-American Lumberman.
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PART III
Maine disposed of her wild lands
very much as Massachusetts had done
previously and was doing at the time.
The State depended largely upon the
sales of lands and timber for money
to pay current expenses. Public institutions, like schools and colleges,
were endowed with lands, citizens
were by this means helped individually and collectively, and, when the state
house was constructed, twelve townships of land were sold by act of the
legislature, the preceeds being u sed
for the erection of the building. One
thing can be said, from the time
Maine became a state in 1820 to the
present time the State has never parted with a single acre of land, except
upon legislative authority.
From 1820 on, Maine and Massachusetts in severalty and Maine and
Massachusetts in common were selling
and granting lands. The amount sold
and . the price received can be ascertained from accompanying table and
in 1868 Maine had about 1,000,000
acres of public lands left.
In that year the legislature voted
a most munificent gift to the European and North American Railway, by which that company came
into possession of 700,000 acres of the
public lands, practically about all that
the state held of the eight million or
more acres which she had owned at
one time and another since the date
of the act of separation.
For years there had been a project
under consideration of the building of
a railroad, to be called the European
and North American, to run from
Bangor to the New Brunswick line.
In 1864 the state granted to this company all the lands of the state to aid
in the building of a railroad from
Bangor to New Brunswick, provided
the company would pay the debt then
due Massachusetts on these lands,
which, with interest in time of payment, would amount to $280,000. The
lands were supposed to be worth a
great deal more than this sum, and
the road had the promise of this aid
and also whatever could be secured
from Massachusetts and the General
Government. In the winter of 1868
the people of Bangor, and of Eastern
Ma ine generally, who were greatly int erest ed in the road, applied to the
legislature to remove these conditioi:is
under which the land was granted, m
1864, and let the company have the
same without paying the debt due
Massachusetts.
The senate passed the bill but the
house refused to concur, and the
measure was lost. In 1869 the matter
was again broug ht before the legisla ture a nd the bill giving the la nds
free of charges, and compelling the
state to pay the $280,000 due Massa chusetts, · passed both branches without a division upon party lmes.
Most of the land left was considered
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of little value and comprised many
small tracts scattered over the state.
The legislatui·e of 1874 passed a
resolve authorizing the sale of State
Lands and Timber.
This resolve
directed the Land Agent under the
direction of the Governor and Council,
to sell at public auction all the remaining timber lands, and the interest of the state in all timber lands
held in fee by the state, all lots set
apart for settlement which should be
found unfit for that purpose; also all
lands held by the state for a permanent school fund, and other lands
and rights in lands which were
specified.
The sale of these lands took place
in Bangor, September 23, 1874. The
sale was conducted by members of the
Governor's council. By this sale the
state parted with 118,034 acres of
land. · The amount received was
$145,553.
After this sale there were about
146,000 acres left in the townships of
the state, and the legislature directed
these lands to be sold by the Land
Agent, under the direction of the
Governor and Council. The act was
approved by Governor Dingley Feb.
24, 1975.
The sale occurred at Bangor, Oct.
28, 1875, Governor Dingley and his
Council being present to superintend
the sale. The number of acres sold
was 96,110 for which was received
$43,438.54. The right to cut timber
and grass on the lots reserved in
grants from the state was also sold
for $3,984.03. Some of the bidders
at this sale did not comply with its
terms and 5324 acres were forfeited
to the state, and these lands were
sold, to the highest bidders, at a sale
held in Bangor, November 29, of this
same year.
After these two sales only a few
parcels of land were left in the ownership of the state, and these were disposed of by sales and grants under

authority of acts and resolves of the
legislatures. In 1878 the Land Agent
in his report stated "that all the public lands of the state having been disposed of, no further favors are now
within the power of the state to grant
for homestead to settlers."
"THE KID'S CLEVER"
"Paw," began little Lester Livermore, who is of unusual width betwixt
the eyes, "if a man 50 years old
marries a girl of 17, and his son, age
25, marries the girl's mother, doesn't
that make the old man the son-in-law
of his own son and the father-in-law
of himself? And-say, Paw, can I
go to the picture show tonight if I
won't ask any more questions?"
"Yes," yelled Mr. Livermore.
Jim Corbett is cooking at the
Monticello loading operation and Albert Bertrand is clerking. Mr. Berti·and has some months been connected with the Delco Light people at
Bangor. His position there is now
being filled by his brother, Mr. A.
Bertrand, who has for several years
been employed by the Company.
Work at this loading is being speeded. Supt. Mooney had his drive down
the river in good season and loading
was commenced May 3. Three hundred forty-two cords were put onto
the cars in one day, this being the
banner day in the history of this
plant. There is quite a shortage of
cars.
- - - - -0·- - - -

WHERE WORDS FAILED
The new guard was not familiar
with a certain railway run in Wales.
Came a station which rejoiced in the
name Llanfairfechanpyllgogerych. For
a few minutes he stood looking at the
signboard in mute helplessness. Then
pointing to the board and waving his
other arm toward the carriages, he
called, "If there's anybody there for
here, this is it!"

Nearly all accidents are "common" accidents.
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SO CI.AL SERVICE DIVISION
MONTFORD s. HILL, Superintendent
OSCAR S. SMITH, AIME J. TOUSSAINT, LELAND A. PAGE, Associates
on the week of the fifteenth of each month.

IT

Gratis to the fortunate within the pale-gratis to the unfortunate without the pale.

i

All employees are asked to cooperate with news items. personals, photographs, suggestions, anything that 'vill please and not offend. Address all communications direct
Copy must
be in by the tenth of the month.

IT

l<> Montford S. Hill, Superintendent, room 607, 6 State St., Bangor, Maine.
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EDITORIALS
THE BIG LESSON
One of the great tasks before the
human race is to learn the lesson of
living together. When the great war
broke out, people stood about in a
hel1)less way and told each other that
it could not be true. While the horror
mounted to greater and yet greater
proportions. and something of the full
measure of the thing came home to
us, we heard it said, "Religion is a
failure!" "Education is a failure!"
"Civilization is a failure!" Religion,
education, civilization have not failed,
they have not yet finished the process
of teaching us how to live together
without grinding each other to bits.
Has not every one experienced the
shock of having a train whirl by the
car window going in the opposite
direction? If these two bodies came
into collision under such momentum,
death and distruction would follow in
horrifying extent. Except for the
momentary thrill, the trains pass on
their way and the incident is forgotten.
We humans are not railway trains
to be run through life upon laid
hacks, but the incident does suggest
that in this world where we are trying
to live together there is room enough
for each of us to have full expression
without colliding with some one else.
Of all the waste in the world, the
waste of human life is the greatest
and the least excusable. Not waste
of life alone, but waste of all those
human forces that go to make up the
resources of the world, mind and
heart and hope.
When we have
learned, better than we now know,
how to live together we shall have
some appreciation of this unspeakable
waste that comes in the grinding process under which we now live.
Civilization is not a finished thing.
It is not a discovery which promises
to be a cure-all for the ills of humanity. It is a process, an accumulati on. It is the best way that we knoy;.
A better is yet to be. Civilization,
like humanity itself, is yet in the making. We learned things in the world
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war. Perhaps one of the most valuable in the long run is the shocking
fact that we have come on, as yet,
only a little way toward the desired
goal. We learn things in the peace
that has followed, in the conferences
and congresses that have been called.
The one plain fact that stands out is
this: We have not yet learned how
to live together! Yet we must learn.
After all it is a personal matter.
The world is a big place, it is full of
people, it seems to run by a process
far beyond our control; but still it is
made up of individuals, and we are
much alike the world over. One man
can't lift the world, but one man can
do what is fair and just by his fellows
near at hand. Sometimes I wonder
if that is not the real point to the
whole matter after all-the one-man
disposition to do his part. One nation
is hostil to another, one class complains against another class-whatever we may mean by class-and one
man feels that he is put at a disadvantage by the other fellow, but
growling don't seem to help. It is a
slow march to be sure, but all the
progress that has been made so far,
has been made by one step at a time,
and one man took each one of these
steps.
SOME PROBLEMS IN A
DEMOCRACY
May we be permitted to here review
for a moment. This most brief review consists in a re-affirmation of the
fact that Democracy is the most
human,
modern
and
successful
"Method of Government." By this we
do not mean that it is the last word
in Government; indeed it may be just
what James Russell Lowell termed it,
"An experiment in Government." But
we are confident of this that neither
the past nor the present holds any
promising alternative for Democracy.
Let the future shape its own course
in keeping with its advancing light,
and who dares to prophesy what will
be produced.
Having postulated the supremacy
of Democracy, let us proceed to ob-

serve the truth as found in such a
system in the twentieth century, especially as found in America. No one
can observe very far and fully without coming to the recognition of
Problems. In short, the very nature
of Democracy creates its own problems.
No Democracy can long endure
which does not have well entrenched
in its life the de?nocrntic spirit of a
good fractional part of its citizenry.
Any social system which substitutes
]Jri?nary differences of groups of
people for secondary differences is
fundamentally at war with a Democracy.
Caste has always been a
faithful friend of the long line qf Governme·nts which the civilized world
has today quite out-grown.
Class
has been a necessary adjunct of Empires and Monarchies. .1. o keep this
true spirit of social organization
burning brightly on the American
alter is truly a problem which is tQ •.
clay facing us.
Democracy stands for the individual.
Its unit is the individual. Its point of
contact is the individual. Its teachings
of life and liberty primarily inhere m
the individual. Its outlook for improvement and progress is toward the
individu al. With the world's millions
of people involving artificial classifications along many lines, thus bunching groups of society, it is so easy to
lose sight of the individual. He, so
many tunes, becomes lost in the mass;
and the mass is so fast multiplying.
For the first time in the history of the
U. S. census the 1920 figures give the
majority of the population of the
nation in cities. To keep the individual
to the forefront is another problem in
this society of ours.
There was, perhaps, no better or
more thorough work done and more
useful knowledge obtained in the
Nation's activity of the world war
than was done along psychological
lines. Intelligence tests were given to
more than one million seven hundred
thousand men-soldiers.
We shall
omit details in this discussion. But
those tests give the general facts
that 12 per cent. of the men were of
superior mentality, 66 per cent. of
average and 22 per cent. of inferior
mentality. This is probably a fair
representation of our entire population. This information obtained in so
complete and scientific fashion is of
much value to students of social
matters. Possibly we are not as great
mentally as we have sometimes
thought. At least the findings reveal
a real problem, but not one without
hope and promise. We say not without hope and promise; for 12 per
cent. superior mentality to form the
leadership in statecraft, in industry,
in education and such great matters
is a star of brightness; and its twin
star may be seen in the 66 per cent.
of average mental life and power.
But what of the need of materially
reducing this 66 per cent. and what
of the situation constituted by a 22
per cent. of mental inferiority? Some
problem! To a population made up
of these three mental classes Democracy entrusts the welfare of the
Nation.
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Having read so many yarns about
our old friend Bruin, it behooves me
to give you in the following lines an
actual incident that occured on the
watern of the South Branch of the
Penobscot; in its tributory known as
Hale Brook. A friend of mine whom
we'll call Dick, accompanied me on
this trip. He is sort of a nervous
chap and gets excited at times.
We arrived at Pittston late one afternoon and after eating supper we
made up our wangan, so as to be
Teady to start immediately after
breakfast in the morning. Getting an
early start as planned, we made our
departure from Canada Dam about
eight o'clock and by noon we pulled
our canoe out at the old camping
ground on Hale Brook. The aftern~on was spent with fly and rod, but
without success. The following day
we made two strikes, but didn't land
either. The third morning w.e decided to move farther up the South
Branch, but on second thought I suggested going up the brook farther, to
which Dick assented.
After paddling for about a half
mile we were staTtled by the sound
of groans. We decided to investigate
and on making the next bend in the
brook we beheld a large black bear
rolling and groaning on the shore.
About this time we were wading
ashore waist deep in the brook, pulling the canoe behind us. On making
the bend and beholding the black
creature in such agony Dick made a
frightened movement which upset us.
The sudden plunge into the cool water
quieted his nerves and we walked
ashore without difficulty.
The bear hadn't noticed u s for he
was in terrible agony. We immediately approached him and found that his
muzzle was covered with bunches,
which undoubtedly were caused by his
coming in contact with some unfriendly bees while gormadizing himself
with honey; as there was honey all
around his mouth and whiskers. I
remembered that before leaving Pittston we had been presented with a
bottle of especially prepared "fly
dope" by our good friend Monty.
Drawing the cork from the bottle, I
applied the lotion to the disfigured
muzzle. Bruin was soon relieved of
his agony and regained his feet. Not
being able to thank us in plain, every
day English, he raised himself on his
haunches, poked his nose in the air
and sneezed, which we interpreted as
his "Thank you."
Leaving him to nurse his wounds
and also to finish his repast we continued up stream. After paddling for
ten or fifteen minutes, the water became so shallow that we were obliged
to draw our canoe up and proceed
on foot. We soon came to a small
pool and decided to try our luck. We
tried flies and we tried worms but in
vain. Just then we beheld Bruin approaching us from the opposite shore.
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When he got to the pool, he stopped
and began to drink-and he kept on
drinking-while we stood in amazement and watched that water disappear, until the pool was dry and there
on the bottom lay about 100 of the
nicest trout you ever laid eyes on.
Ou~ furry friend sneezed and departed m the growth behind the pool.
We filled our creels and returned to
camp, where we enjoyed one of the
best fries we had ever had-thanks to
Bruin.
"BATCHIE."

-----0-----

FROGS AND BEARS
For the last two weeks the papers
have been publishing some rather stiff
tales about Bears. In fact, there
seems to have been several new and
original liars discovered in our fair
state.
Personally I do not know much
about wild animals, but I do know of
one bear who hatched and reared a
brood of young partridges whose
mother had been killed on the nest.
~t wa? a beautiful and touching family picture to see this shaggy old
veteran of the fdrest le:i,ding ·his . tiny
charges through the woods, now and
then overturning an old log or tearing
open an ant-hill that they might satisfy their hunger, but alas, they soon
reached the flying age and their fond
guardian died of a broken heart when
they finally left him.
However, this is n-0t a bear story
and I am not in the class competing
for honors in the Ananias club.
At one time about three years ago,
I had occasion to visit, at regular
intervals, one of the company boarding houses near the Canadian line.
This is near a fairly good trout
stream, and I employed my spare time
in fishing but with very poor success.
My disappointment was tinged with
curiosity and envy as there was an
old Frenchman who appeared nearly
every day with a fine string of trout.
I, of course, tried to find out how and
where he got them but not understanding English, he could or would
not share his secret.
After following him stealthily about
for days, early one morning I saw
him starting for the brook and followed at a safe distance. He walked
about half a mile down the stream
and, selecting a comfortable seat on
the bank, suddenly gave a shrill
whistle. Imagine my astonishment
when an enormous bull frog popped
his head from the water and immediately scrambled to a position on the
man's knee.
I watched in amazement while the
old Canuck attached a fat worm to his
hook and placed it in the frog's
mouth. Fairly holding my breath with
excitement and scarcely believing my
eyes, I saw him hop to the water,
carefully carrying the worm and taking care not to tangle the light silk
line until at last, with hardly a
splash, he swam away down stream.
The water was very clear and I
easily followed his course until I saw
him approach a dark hole under a

stump. Here he stopped, peered in,
and quickly dropped the worm which
was snapped up by a two-pound trout.
During the next half hour he repeated
this performance exactly sixty-eight
( 68) times and the man on the bank
landed sixty-five of the fish. Finally
he showed ·s igns of 'fatigue and the
whistle recalled him to the bank
where his master tende1,ed helped hi~
ashore. The fisherman produced a
bottle of high-wine, took a drink himself, and gave about a tablespoonful
to the frog, who immediately showed
great manifestations · of delight by
dancing around and blowing himself
out to an enormous size.
While the angler cleaned the fish
this remarkable frog showed the ef~
fects of the stimulant and his appreciation of it, by creeping quietly along
the shore and pouncing headlong into
the water upon several large fish
which he strangled and floated to the
bank with no assistance. These last
were the best and largest of the
catch.
Overcome by my discoveries, I stole
back to my lodgings and djd not return for nearly two months, although very anxious to see more of
this unique style of fishing. When
at last I arrived upon the scene the
old Canadian had gone and from a
relative of his I learned that the frog
was dead.
It seems that one morning, after
catching his u sual number of trout,
the old man had fallen asleep, and
the frog, who had been seized with
an overpowering craving for drink,
had stolen nearly a quart of the real
article from his master's pocket. He
then entered into a period of debauchery, lasting four days, and
finally became quarrelsome and hard
to manage. On the morning of the
fifth day, in his drunken frenzy, he
attacked a large bull dog and was
killed after a furious struggle. The
dog dying a week afterward from his
injuries.

'\
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Dolly: Boy Girl of the 40 Mile S. H.

The art of selling is one part talk and four parts judgment.
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At a recent city, council meeting we
were well represented in favor of daylight saving. But evidently they did
not make a very deep impression on
our city fathers as the movement was
quashed. We believe in saving but our
law-makers do not. Wait and see
what the people say! Election June
19th.

* * *

It is rumored around that the
Forestry Dept. has recommended purchasing 500,000 golden wood-peckers
to exterminate the Spruce Bud Worm.
H. E. R. is praying that he won't
have to keep the cards on these "live
stock."

* * *

The outlook for a baseball team is
very gloomy. Without daylight saving it is impossible. In order to play
Saturdays · we -must practic:e thr~ugh
the week. Vile surely can't practice
in the evening shadow.

*

:!t

*

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brown are receiving congratulations on the birth of
a son, Curtis, born May 5th. Mr.
Brown is in the Purchasing Dept.

* * *

Fred Noad, formerly of the Forestry Dept., has purchased a farm out
in Ontario.

*

*

Would suggest that you use a flash
light, hereafter, when prowling
around in the dark, Harry.

·----0- - - - M r. H. P. Little, Ass't. Clerk, has
had a very severe illness since May 5,
but Dr. Jones reports the disease is
not contageous.

- - - -- 0•- - - - Mr. W. D. Page "was laid on the
shelf" the last half of April with
rheumatism.

-----0•----Bill McClure recently made a trip
to Benton and returned with his car
to Rockwood.

Bob Emerson lately came to Seboomook to clerk the Loon Stream
Lake road.

-----01-----

Mr. W. D. Page went to Boston
May 9 and while there bought 28
horses.
-----0

The people of Rockwood are enjoying their social dances every Saturday
night.
Mr. T. E. Craig has completed the
work on the boat at Lobster lake and
has returned to Greenville.
Lane Brook drive was in May 3.
STEWED
Hie: Do you know Si Perkins?
Hoc: No. What's his name?
Hie: Who?
-----0

STEVENS-HENNESSEY
The marria:~·e of Walter Lee S.t evens
of Augusta and Miss Anne Hemressey
of Springfield, Mass., was solemnized
Easter Monday at the St. Cecilia
Catholic church in Boston, Rev. Fr.
McGarry officiating. Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Hennessey of Springfield were
the attendants.
A few days before the wedding the
bride was given a shower at the home
of Mrs. Morris Nolan in Springfield,
Mass. The bride was educated in the
public schools in that city and for
some time has been the director of the
guest at Wellesley College. Mr: and
Mrs. Stevens have leased a cottage for
the summer at Lake Cobbosseecontee.
Mr. Stevens has for several months
been assistant manager of the Augusta House and recently accepted a
position as manager of the Weever
restaurant on Water street, Augusta.
He is a native of Chelsea, Me., the
son of the late E. Curtis Stevens,
former custodian of the State House.
He is a graduate of the Hallowell high
school and of the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary at Kent's Hill, class 1896.
He was mess sergeant of Co. H. of the
56th Pioneer Infantry, was in F r ance
eight months with a total of 25

-----0

Mrs. Rose of Stillwater is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Gray at Pittston for a
short time.

- - - -- 0•----T he State Forestry Dept., is building a new fire station at Summit Pond
under the direction of Mr. Erald ·
Hilton.
Miss Mildred Hanna is taking a
short vacation and Miss Violet Lamb
is substituting for her at the switch
board at Pittston Farm.

- - - -- 0•- - - - Gerald Averill is doing special work
at Greenville Shop for a few weeks.

Winter Sport at the 40 Mile Hotel.

months of service in this country and
abroad.
Mr. Stevens during the winter of
1919-20 clerked in the Loon Stream
Operation and came through with the
drive in the spring. Northern friends
and acquaintances extend congratulations and best wishes.
O•----On the stage two farmer comedians
are presenting an act. One is of
middle age and does the talking both
for himself and also for his friend
who is much younger and a little
"under par." Referring to the younger
the other says, He was born and
raised away back in the woods and is
one of several children. He further
states that this one got more education than the rest but that he did not
get very far, the reason being tha.t the
wood-peckers ate up the school house
before he got through the second
i·eader.

- - - - -0·- - - - -

S aid Comedian A to Comedian B
"What is the silliest thing you eve;
heard of?" "The silliest thing I ever
heard of, why I don't know; what is
t}:,e .silliest .th:ing,¥bU ever heard of?"
' The silliest thing I ever heard of "
said A, "is a cross-eyed woman teiling a bow-legged man to walk
straight."

- - - - -0•- - - - M r. Hollis E. Anderson of Ellsworth, who has served in the Company's operations for many years as a
most acceptable cook, has for the past
few weeks been cooking at the Island
Falls loading, and finished there Saturday, May 13, to accept a position as
steward at the Boston University
Summer School at Ellsworth. Much
regret was heard at I sland Falls because of the departure of Mr. Anderson.
----~o------

Mr. George Ware is now serving as
Store-house Clerk at Seboomook. Mr.
Fred A. Cyr has accepted the Clerkship at the Grant Farm, following
Mr. Greeley.

EAST MILLINOCKET
Since our last writing East Millinocket folks have been interested in
Natural History, due to the capture
of a bull moose that had fallen into
difficulties with the ice and logs above
the mill. After being roped carefully
the animal was helped ashore and tied
up until he could take care of himself.
Next day, after having held an informal reception to all East Millinocket, Derby and Medway, he submitted to the hypnotic eye of the Boss
a nd was lead out on a rope. The
captive paid little attention to s pectators, and his gaze was far over our
heads to the w ooded slopes of old
Katahdin, so the following morning
he was liberated in the mill yard. He
lost little time in heading back to the
woods and lakes where nature intended his kind to live, a nd may his days
be many amon g the hills and logans.
Somehow the wild moose looked out
of touch with the eternal fitness of
things, wearing a halter in a stable.
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The last meeting of the Girls' Office
Club took place on the evening of
April 5th. That "a good time was
enjoyed by all" goes without saying,
for that august assembly did not adjourn until the wee hours of the
morning.

* * *
Miss Danforth and Miss Clifford
were in Bangor on Saturday, April
8th.

* * *
The following members of our department spent Easter Sunday out-oftown: Miss Durepo, Miss Young and
Mr. Doyle in Bangor and Miss Weymouth in Brewer.

* * *

The Easter Monday Ball given by
the Knights of Columbus at Rush's
hall proved a most enjoyable affair.
Many of the office people were present.

* * *
Mr. Harris of the Engineering
Dept. took a short business trip to
Ripogenus Dam on April 25th. This
being his first visit to the place, the
trip was one of much interest.

* * *

y)ung
cLifford
MarDen
WeyMouth
dAnforth
Harrfogton
Doherty
eSther

* * *
"POOR JOE"
He was fond of lobster,
Strawberries and cream.
He liked all the fixings,
At least so it seemed???
But now he's inflicted
Since eating the trash
With "Strawberry Fever"
Or "Plain Lobster Rash."

* :): *
Great Northern Paper Company's
goin' to "doll up" this spring in the
attire of her new "Apperson." Although a little reluctant to have
"Stutz" retire· with the "has beens"
she feels that this "faithful carrie1'."
has had its day and earned an extended vacation.

*

He liked his Sunday morning nap
E'en tho it was quite hard to take,
For wife insisted that he rise
And help the daily rounds to make.
Says he to him, "I'll play a joke,
And get my morning's nap once
more!
I'll set the clock back-that I will!"
He set the clock. It stopped at four
And She got wise
And H e got up.

* * *

"Too bad Stan," exclaimed the
doctor, "but he's a girl!"
"Well I'll be D---, when I've been
patiently waiting for little Peter to
manage the baseball team!"
And after watching, waiting, praying and planning for "Little Peter,"
Tricky Fate has left mammy and
daddy without even a thought of a
"name" for their little daughter, born
May 9th, as the "Peter's," Bill's" and
"Mike's" picked out for their little
ball player don't seem to fit the browneyed dimpled cheeked baby girl.
We girls in the office are so glad
that "mother" used to be one of us,
'cause the chocolates were fine bein's
how we don't smoke.
Friends of Mr. and· Mrs. St. John
extend their heartiest congratulations.
Cheer up, Stan, maybe she will learn
to "play pass."

*

*

BASEBALL
The Millinocket baseball fans are
surely glad to hear that we ewe going
to have a regular bcill team again this
summer with our same old manager,
Stanley St. John to start things and
keep the ball a-rollin'.
Hello, Stan, old boy, you must be
feeling "pretty frisky," with your new
successor, as baseball manager? Aw!
vVe won't rub it in, even if it is a
little girl. After all, she's pretty
nice, isn't she Stan:

1n1 -

ITT•- +

I

•-•4-

Well, anyway with this inspiration
we ought to do wonders this year with
such a big manager?
And, listen to this! Unless we slip
a cog in the wheel somewhere, four
of our regular well-known college stars
are going to again give us a lift and
help to make this ball team the biggest, best yet !
Rah! Rah! Rah! Millinocket!
Driscoll
Sukeforth
Devault
Maynard (with East last year)
Vl e've had our grounds all "fixed
up," new grandstand, etc., and now
we're just waiting to assemble at this
beloved spot on June 3rd to "take in"
the first game of the season with the
Brewer Easterns.
----0----

HIS COMEBACK
The witness had just been severely
reprimanded by the court for having
talked insultingly to a policeman-in
fact, he had openly called the officer a
jackass.
"You mean to say that it is a
misdemeanor to call a policeman a
"jackass?" asked the witness.
"It certainly is, at least morally, in
the opinion of this court," was the
answer.
"Is it any harm to call a jackass a
policeman?" queried the witness
again.
"None whatever," smiled the judge.
As the witness left the courtroom,
he turned to the policeman, and said
slowly and distinctly: "Goodby, policen1an !''
-----0,---Boat No. 1 on the lower lakes has
been newly fitted up for crude oil
burning and a 250 H. P. engine installed.

11111

*

"NOBODY LOVES A FAT MAN?"
McNamara has been out of the
office for a couple of days and some
of his friends were sort o' worried.
Some tohught he might be on his longwaited-for and long-looked-forward-to
"honeymoon," but upon inquiry and
investigation we find that he was
suffering from "Fat-idity." We are
glad to learn that he is again on the
road to recovery.

Mooney

Kids
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What was formel'iy known as the
Old Pipe Shop at Millinocket plant of
the Great Northem Paper Company
has recently acquired the quiet dignity
of a young hospital.
This hospital, all modern-equipped,
consists of a Ward (in which there
are beds), a Surgery, a First Aid
Room, Doctor's Office, Waiting Room,
Corridors and Bath. The First Aid,
Surgery and Bath rooms are finished
in white enamel; the Ward in buff,
(all the windows in the Ward being
hung with attractive two-tone curtains); the Waiting Room and Corridors are finished in gray.
The Company doctor, Edward R.
Mansfield, has his office hours at the
First Aid Rooms each morning from
8 :00 to 10 :00, during which period
he, with the assi stance of Miss Pluma
Deane, the Company nurse, are very
busily engaged.
The nurse is on duty at the hospital
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The Wa rd.

It is needless to add that the employees of the Great Northern Paper
Company and the citizens of Millinocket more than appreciate the advantages afforded by our First Aid
Rooms.
-----,0------

First Aid Room.

from 8:00 a. m. until 5:30 p. m.,
ready to render her services to all
employees for injuries and sickness
which might develop at the mill during that period. Of course if accidents
should occur at any other hours during the day or night, the nurse would
be called-but as the greater part of
the injuries take place during the
regular day, the need of a nurse outside of her hours "on duty" is seldom
required.
Records are kept in detail of the
number of injuries and dressings-in
fact of anv and all calls made to the
hospital for treatment-the names of
the persons to whom services are
rendered, causes, results, etc.
Statistics for 1921 develop the following figures: 3,172 dressings ; 729
cases.
In other words, an average of two
critical cases per day and about ten
dressings.

A PHASE OF PUNCTUALITY
A gentleman in business on Broadway, New York, was greatly annoyed
by the tardiness of one of his skilled
office staff.
Calling him into the office one morning, he said, "Mr. Brown, I get here
at 8 :30 every morning and look over
my mail; at 9 o'clock I look out the
window and sec young Mr. Rockefeller
on his way to the office; at 9: 30 Mr.
Schwab passes; at 10 :00 I see Mr.
Vanderbilt going by; at 10: 30 I see
Mr. Gould passing on his way to his
office; and at 11:00 you come in. Now,
who the Deuce are you?"

..
t...

"'

The Surgery.
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Doors of the big storehouse are
again opened and much activity is
daily taking place, as .on days of yore.
John Hamel admits he is kept very
busy.

NORTHERN

SEBOOMOOK LAKE and ST.
JOHN R. R. NEWS
A crew of 20 men are now laying
track near the summit.

* * *
The burning crew which is clearing
the right-of-way, is within about one
and a half miles from the end of the
line.

*
After a period in the town, something in each one of us rebels and
we find that only the out of doors can
dispel it or satisfy us. We've a primitive longing for Freedom. The freedom of the Great Out-of-doors! Our
race of men is improving for we are
becoming more an out-of-door nation.

* *

A small crew is putting the track in
shape to take the new Roger balast
across the Carry. The cars will arrive
loaded with coal.

*

* *

The frame of the car barn is nearly
completed.

* *
The Old Sourdnahunk Road, which
is now being used by the Sandy
Stream Operation, is daily visited by
many who are seeking the haunts of
May Flowers and enjoying the many
mysteries of nature that may be
found there.

*
Carl W. Graves has returned to his
old stamping ground, at Norcross. to
clerk for the \Vest Branch drive.
"That is," if there is a drive this season. This remains for Old Jud. Pluv.
to decide.

*

:~

*

Has Maine gone dry? Just ask Pat
Whalen. Remember Sandy Stream,
this is prohibition time.

* * *
Much attention has been directed
towards the big barnyard, near the
B. & A. railroad station (Mkt. Depot)
during the past few weeks by the
large number of people who have
visited that section. Llewellyn Savage
and George Estes have the· large number of horses there waiting the summer pastures, a treat for the eye to
look upon.

-----0----" And now," said the monocled
gentleman who had borrowed a match
from the traffic cop, "I suppose you
would like to know who I am?"
"Sure."
"I am Sir T. Willy Rockinghorse,
Knight of the Bath, Knight of the
Garter Knight of the Double Eagle,
and K~ight of the Golden Cross."
"And I," said the cop, "am James
Murphy, tonight, last night, tomorrow
night, and every other night."

-----0-----A new wash room with shower bath
and set tubs has been installed in the
South View Reuse at Pittston on the
cellar floor below the men's room, and
a drinking fountain has been placed
in the men's room. The plumbing has
been done by Mr. Fred Fairbanks and
an assistant.
Mr. F. Van N. Schenck was a visitor in Bangor and Bar Harbor recently.

==•

Mrs. Mullen,
winter at the
Mullen has gone
to att~nd the
daughter.

who has spent the
railroad with Mr.
to Washington, D. C.
graduation of her

* * *
The six hundred foot trestle extending into the lake, has been completed. It is built on. twelve h~rd
wood piers connected with ha~·d p1!1e
girders on which the . track 1s la_1d.
The piers are now bemg filled with
stone taken from a nearby quarry.
The stone is loaded at the quarry onto
the cars with a power derrick.

* * *
There are now 125 men employed
on the railroad operation.

* * *
Mr. Nelson Smith, who has been
clerking here has resi~ned an~ is in
Rhode Island inspectmg eqmpment
for the road. He is succeeded by
Andy Faulkner with A. H. Green assistant.

* * *
Mr. R. E. Mersereau is transporting passengers on boat .No. 4 from
Seboomook Dam to the railroad.

MADISON MILL
On April 7th, the ice in the Kennebec river went out above the dam up
as· far as the sorting gap .

*

A short time ago Mr. Toussaint
made a business trip to Madison from
the Bangor office.

* * *
On April 12th, the Kennebec river
reached a freshest pitch and there was
considerable water going over the dam
on this date. On account of the high
water the beaters were obliged to go
onto steam power.

* * *
F. C. Bowler, engineer, and Mr.
Fling of the Bureau of Economy of
the Millinocket Mill were at Madison
Wednesday and Thursday, April 12th
and 13th, on a business trip.
Several of the boys are getting the
fishing fever and will be trying out
their new tackle within a short time.
At present the brooks in this vicinity
are overflowing with water. George
Marden and Charles Marden will
probably be the starters. They enjoy
wading to their necks after a few
small trout. Usually they are very
successful, bringing home a good
string.

* * *
Later:
A few days ago Charles Marden
made a trip to Emden pond and spent
the day fishing. He came home with
a six-pound salmon. He has been up
twice and came home with no fish.

* * *
Ralph Gilman aiid Ingleton Schenck,
Jr., made a fishing trip to Emden
pond lately,. but the . fish did not want
to get .on their hooks.

* * *
John Tarr has recently purchased
a new Chevrolet and Orion Moody a
new Essex.

* * *

* * *

Mrs. John Loon has arrived to
spend the summer with he1: husband
at theic ottage at the Termmal. Mr.
Loon is foreman of one of the construction crews.

M. H. Teaze of the firm of Hardy
Ferguson Company of New York was
in Madison on business Thursday,
May 4th.

ROCKWOOD STRIP
Mrs. Grace Estes landed a nice
salmon. Some say it weighed seven
and a half pounds, but that sounds
fishy.
Who's thumb was on the
scales?

* * *
The ice in Moosehead was out
officially April 29. Wink Merservy
making the first trip up with the
Katahdin. Loie Mountain made the
first trip on the line with the Moosehead.
Joe Parrent will stear the
Moosehead, but his wife has been
quite sick and is at home for a few
days.

* * *
The new high school building is progressing very rapidly.

-----0•----Mr. and Mrs. Len O'Connell and
daughter, Margaret, have in the past
few weeks, been suffering from severe
colds and "flue." All are well at this
writing.
-----<0<-----

M r. Geo. L. T. Tupper of Quincy,
Mass., formerly with the Company as
Supt. of Store-houses has recently
made a visit to Bangor.
-----0<----

Mollesemic drive was. in Monday,
May 8th.

Some people can afford almost anything except a nickname.
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SEBOOMOOK
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Matheson have
returned to Seboomook, where they
will be employed. Mr. Matheson was
previously at Seboomook two years
ago.

* * *
Miss Dorothy McDermot and Miss
Lena McGuigan are at work at the
Seboomook boarding house.

*

* *

Ken Reed returned to Seboomook
April 26 after spending a few weeks
at his home in Millinocket.

*

*

Mr. R. H. Keating was a recent
arrival at Seboomook to open the Inn
for spring fishing. Mrs. Keating and
Miss Mildred Monroe are a lso at the
Inn for the summer.

* * *
These cuts show a new design in the
way of a tank type tractor. The
Lombard Traction Engine Co., Waterville, Maine, has designed and built
this machine to fulfill the requirements where their old type machine
can not be used. This machine is
known as the "A-0-L" type and has
given some very good demonstrations.
The design varies considerably from
the tank type machine now in use.
The engine is a duplex, four cylinders
on each side. Two crank shafts in one
case. There are two clutches and two
transmissions. The tracks are driven
independent of each other. The steering is accomplished by the engine. It
works out very satisfactorily.
The tractor has been sent to Greenville Jct., to the Great Northern Paper
Co., and is now in their shop waiting
for a set of summer tracks. The Great
Northern are to give this tractor a

thorough testing and if it works out
to their satisfaction they will no doubt
adopt it as their standard machine.
0. A. HARKNESS.

II

Mr. E . M. Stevens has resigned
from the clerical force at Seboomook
and is now working at Frey's Restaurant in Bangor.

* * *
Mr. and Mrs. William McDonald of
Seboomook Farm went to Portland
April 7 for a short stay and while
there Mr. McDonald was operated on
for tons ilitis.

* * *
Kindly patronize the new barber
at the 10 Mile. Mr. R. G. Irving has
gone into the business, but just for
the clerical element at Seboomook.

* * *
Mr. Dave Brown, chief game
warden paid a visit to Seboomook a
few days ago.

* * *
Mr. George White and Miss Cora
Burton left Seboomook April 14 for
Gardiner, Maine, where they were
married. Congratulations.

\Ve ai·e not believers in Mush. We
are believers in Appreciation. We,
only a short time ago, heard a very
prominent leader say that the cheapest thing in business is appreciation
and that it is often of more value to
one than a raise in salary. While
mentioning appreciation let us give a
word of this to our printer, The Furbush Printing Co. In the many words
of commendation which are being received concerning "The Northern,"
not a few have been said relative to
the physical make-up of the paper.
The new Intertype machine which they
installed a few months ago is a gem
and adds much to the office equipment.
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Landing Just Below Basin Ponds.

ROTECTION of all life becomes most effective by a
fuller knowledge of existing conditions. For the
better protection of the
deer family let us follow
them through a year of
their existence:
The last of the winter snows have
disappeared and the deer are once
more able to roam at will. The spring
rains have started the vegetation and
the diet of frozen twigs and bark has
changed to green grass and shoots
from the budding bushes. The change
in food soon causes a change in the
appearance and action of the animal,
and the deer that a few short weeks
ago was wallowing wearily through
the deep snow is now sprightly and
alert skipping over logs wading the
streams and fairly bubbling over with
the joy in living in its every movement.
The hunter of last year is only a
memory, but soon to the does arise
the cares and worry of Motherhood.
The fawns are given birth-frail little
creatures-and some secluded spot
must be selected where they will l:e
sheltered from the raw winds which
often follow the early springs, and
also near good feeding ground for the
mother, as the little fellows must be
closely watched, to protect them from
their natural enemies, the wild cat or
lynx, the prowling fox or hound,
whose careless owner allows him to
hunt alone.
The bucks take no active part in
the protection of the young, as their
new growth of horns is soft and must
be preserved for use in the fall mating season, when the battles for supremacy must be fought.
Occasionally a doe deer is driven
from her young by dogs and sometimes killed by poachers so that the
little ones are left alone. They may
die or be found by some kind-hearted
traveler who will care for them until
they are able to care for themselves.
They take kindly to anyone who is

==•

thoughtful enough to care for them,
and soon learn to drink milk and seem
to thrive as well as when in the wood.
The summer passes rapidly and instinct seems to warn the deer of the
approach of the new terror, the hunter. Much of the summer has been
spent in the open, around the lakes
and streams, but as autumn approaches they retire to the swamps
and thickets and hide during the day,
feeding mainly at night.
The early hunter arrives, and that
familiar sound, the crack of the rifle,
drives terror to the heart, and as each
day passes, one deer after another
fails to join the group at their night
feeding grounds. The mating season
is at hand, and many battles are
fought in the still hours of the night,
and the peTpetuation of the race is
shared by the strongest and most
vigorous.

tracked. So long as the ground is
With the carpet of snow a new
terror is added, the fear of being
bare the chances of the hunter and
the hunted are nearly equal, but with
good tracking snow the deer's chances
of escape are slight. The breaking of
a twig may give the alarm, then up
and away, never stopping to rest until
night fall, sometimes escaping unhurt,
sometimes wounded and often killed.
Even at night there is danger, as
the unscrupulous hunter who finds it
hard to get his game by fair means
decides he must have meat for his
table. The deer, thinking that they
are safe under cover of darkness, and
the protection of law, go, as usual, in
search of food; suddenly a dazzling
light appears; the deer gazes in wonder at the light until a rifle report,
and another deer has passed on.
Added to all the rest, the worst
enemy of the deer is the trap and
snare and spring gun, also illegal
devices.
The hunter has gone but the deep
snow is here, and more danger for the
deer.
They band together to some cedar
swamp, where the low branches furnish food and the large trees shelter,
Here they tread down the snow over a
small area and seldom leave the yard
except when driven out.
The wild cat or lynx appear, driven
by cold and hunger, to the deer yards.
The deer, in terror, flee from the
yard, seeking safety in flight, and soon
finding that travelling in the deep
snow is impossible, become exhausted
and fall an easy prey to the lynx.
In spite of all that this valuable
game animal has to contend with in
its struggle for existence, deer are
very numerous in our State and annually attract within our borders a
large· number of sportsmen who come
here to hunt them. Many others enjoy the opportunity of studying wild
game in its natural habitat-had much

Landing: From Camp No. 2, a Mile Below Basin Pon<ls.

John D. Rockefeller never sold a lubricant equal to "courtesy."

THE

rather take home to their friends a
picture of a deer around their summer
camp from the Maine Wilderness than
a lifeless trophy, and it is a great
satisfaction to know that this class
of hunters is yearly increasing. All
of its visitors annually leave thousands of dollars within our State, and
for the best interests of Maine all
wild game should be carefully conserved.
NATURALIST.

THE

0-----

ALGONQUIN
Row Lox,

LEGEND

the Mischief-Maker, Tricked
Mrs. Bear.

THE

VANISHED

Old

FEAST

Among the Micoac Indians long ago
Afar from neighbors lived a Mrs. Bear,
Who, finding life without comDanions slow,
Thought it were best to work and wigwam
share
With an old woman whom she'd always known .
They lived quite hap11ily near by a wood---'Each happier because not all alone.
They worked together as good lodge-mates
should.
Fished, trapped, and hunted for their common
good.
One moonless njght they the fire anew
And lay them down cxvecting a nigh't's rest;
Lay "heads and points" of course as In<lians do,
Backs to the fire. Right soon that bad old pest
Raccoon, who was ins1)ired by wicked Lox
To make bad logic for all folks he could,
Came sneaking up as s ly as any fox.
He saw them sleeping; ran into the wood
And got himself a slender sapling pole;
He burned one end of this to red-hot coal
And poked it right against a bare brown sole.
Dame Bear sprang up as mad as she could be ;
Accused the other woman; vowed t'was she;
Who else indeed, with no one e lse in sight'!
It was :denied. sharp, lou<l as thunder clap.
At last they settled do"·n, both sulky- quite.
Raccoon then gave the other's foot a tap
That set her <11.,-,,ming the Mohawks had come.
Another tap awoke her. At Dame Bear
She railed ; then things began to hum.
They pommled, kicked, and pulled each
other's hair.
Olll Coon just laughed an<l watched and
watched and laughed ;
He laughed until he burst and drop1)ed down
dead.
Al morn the women thought they had gone
daft;
"So this \Vas t hen the wicked one," they said.

They straighbvay dressed him and hung up
his skin,
Upon a bush not very far away.
The kettle set to boil they popped him in,
Rejoicing to have meat i'or all the day.
Ala s ! the heat brought Raccoon to Iife---For fire is that bad Lox's vet·y lifeO ut of the pot he leaped and from the lodge.
Tl ough he had been dismembered with a knife
He, in his raw re<l flesh. did by them dodge.
He found his skin and sli1)ped it on with speed
And ran away. So, having attained his ends
He shouled hapt1ily; for his bad deed
Not only brought dissention to the friends
But for more trouble he had sown the seed.
C. E. C.
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MRS. FLA VILLA P. MILLER
Friends. of Mr. Harold Miller are
extending to him sympathy because
of the death of his mother, Mrs.
Flavi!la P. Miller, who died in Bangor April 16, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield.
Mrs. Miller was born in Hampden,
Maine and lived there during her entire life until recently coming to
Bangor. Mrs. Miller was well and
most favorably known. She was greatly revered by her surviving husband,
Mr. Calvin W. Miller and family. The
funeral was held at the residence of
her daughter, April 19 and the burial
was at Hampden.

Dan Flannagan, H. Hainer and J.
Murch are helping with the inventories at Pittston and the Forty Mile.
--~--o---~-

Miss Catherine Hilton has returned
to her home at Rockwood afte1· spending a month at Waterville.
A herd of Berkshire pigs has just
been purchased at the Abbott Farm in
Augusta and will soon be shipped to
the Seboomook piggery. This breed
of hogs will be used in the future.
This enterprise has been directed by
Supt. Hayes.
-----0----~

Thomas Leet is at Norcross for the
summer as foreman for Geo. Maguire.
-----0-----

It is with great sorrow that we
learn of the death of Mrs. Shirley
vV. Rogers, which occurred Sunday,
April 16th. We extend our deepest
sympathy to Mr. Rogers and family.

Pres. Schenck and Mgr. Gilbert are
stopping at Little W., Moosehead
Lake.
---~~o-----

M r. William Maguire, brother of
Mr. George Maguire, has been of late
visiting his brother in Bangor. Mr.
Maguire was for some years connected
with the Company and was in the
vicinity of Seboomook taking charge
for Joe Shean. Some ten years ago
he went to Idaho. These two brothers
met in France during the war wholly
unexpectedly to each other. They are
also brothers of Mr. James Maguire
who was several years ago Supt. of
the Seboomook Farm, and who is now
living in New Brunswick.
-~~~-o-----

S o many Gods, so many creeds,
So many ways that wind and wind:
When just the art of being kind
Is all this sad world needs.
Ella Wheeler Wilco x .

T he Dyer Brook drive under the
supervision of Supt. Ranney, was in
very early and loading was started
at the Island Falls loader April 18.
From 250 to 290 cords are being loaded there daily. Supt. Ranney started
the loading on the Mattawamkeag
April 19 and about 2500 cords had
been loaded at the end of the week,
May 13.
-----0----~

It is difficult to trim Supt. Clark at
the Rice Farm for early gardening.
Radishes and lettuce was served there
Sunday, May 7th, and we enjoyed
some of this from his hothouse a few
days
later.
Considerable
other
"Garden Truck" is well out of the
ground.
Strawberries, raspberries
and blackberries will be amqng the
innovations at the Farm soon.

_____

,o,-~--~

Hard wood floors have been laid on
the ground floor at the Rice Farm
and new iron single beds have been
put into the Dormitory. These improvements are much appreciated
there and add not a little to the appearance of the house.
-----0------

F. H. K. Stait is making repairs on
the Steamer Tythus at Rockwood.

-----0-----

Mr. Irving has completed his duties
as clerk at Pittston Farm and is succeeded by Mr. Austin Harmno, a
former employee of the Company.
The clerical force at the new
mechine shop at Greenville is as follows: Clerk, N. A. Arey; assistant
clerk, John ·Williams; invoice register
in cost accounting, Miltom LaPage.
Mr. Dan Flannagan, after several
years service as assistant clerk at
Rockwood, has.finished his work there.

View of the Timber Area Frqm Katahdin Lake.
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PERSONELLE OF DRIVES

i
ij

Clerk

Drives
• Black Pond
i Cooper Brook
j Cuxabexis
•! Dyer Brook
-

Superintendent
C. H. Glaster
Jos. Sheehan
A. V. MacNeil
Thos. Ranney

j
j
j

Lane Brook

D. A. McLeod

E. E. Ricker

Lobster Lake
Loon Stream

K. E. Reed
A. G. Johnston

George Sanford John Mortell

A.Fr:-~k b~~~ron,

D. A. McLeod

C. Brosnahan

Thos. Ranney

George F. Price Ronold Lothrop

Meduxnekeag Stream
Nollesemic

F. X. Mooney
A. I. Mann

A. G. Bertrand
A. L. Wright

Rance Grasse, William Graves, Joe
Mercure.
George Sirois, David Emery, Harley Wright, Kenneth Wallace,
Joseph Michaud, Adam Hatto.
Ben Stackhouse.
Warren Burr, George Mann, Ber-

Red Brook
Sandy Stream

A. V. MacNeil
P. E. Whalen

C. U. Kelley
H. W. Bridges

j Main River

Foremen

•
Maurice Cahill, Forest Henderson. i
Edgar Enman, Eugene McNeil.
j
Adam Hatto, William Nugent, •_l
Walter Roosen, Alex Brown,
Joseph Michaud, George Sirois, j
Frank Brooks, Peter Coty.
j
William Graves, Rance Grasse,
William Rutledge, John Allen.
j

John E. Mea
C. U. Kelley
W. Tom Murchie
George F. Price Fred Glass
J. Cecil St. John

i

!

Timeheq1er

i
ij

•

j Mattawamkeag River

j

•1

j
j
j
j
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The fo1lowing poem was sent to us from
afar. We herewith publish it in connection
with the season- Mothers' Day.

OUR MOTHER
Mother Dear, this day I greet you,
With greetings loving and sincere;
May your future glow with brightness,
Happy always, Mother Dear.
\Vhen some days seem dark and cheerless,
And your friends seem now afar;
Remember this, Our Dearest Mother
That we still your lovers are.
\Ve love your face with here a wrinkle,
Love your hair, now streaked with
grey;
Love those hands, with which you
struggled
To give us happy childhood days.
May this day be filled with love dear,
Filled each day as years do fly;
'Till your face is always happy,
Happy as in days gone by.
Peace within shows peace reflected,
Always know where're you are,
That we love to make you happy,
Our Mother Dear, Our Guiding Star.
E. C. F.
Slang is fruitful: For instance, a
peach had a date with a prune and
when she handed him a lemon he went
plum crazy.
A.G.H.
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Bernard McLellon, Carl P. Gunn, •
1
Oville Heald, Louis McGuire.

l
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Storey,

D. P. Dunton
Th~~~s ~ucil·~an.
Harry McDonald
Dan McKenzie, Felix Dechanne,
A. T. Flower
John Swazey, Jack McGrath, Joe
Harold Harrington
Lemieux, Alex Cote.
•
1

•1
Sourdnahunk
G. L. O'Connell
Hugh Desmond
j Spencer Bay
F. L. Brown
•1 W. B. D. Section No. 1 George McGuire Phillip Bolduc
Fred Glass
W. B. D. Section No. 2 George McGuire Phillip Bolduc
• vV. B. D. Section No. 3 George McGuire Carl Graves
•!
Elm Stream is being driven by G. B. Burr, Cont.
I
Ripogenus Stream is being driven by Fred Gilbert, Cont.
j
Ragged Stream is being driven by Alex. Gunn, Cont.
T
North Branch is being driven by C. E. Gilbert, Cont.
+11-
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Joe Turcott.
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Mr. Charles Gilbert has recently
been welcomed back from the Hot
Springs, where he spent six weeks.
He found much relief from the rheumatic affiliction which had seriously
troubled him for some time.
----0

THE PORTLAND VOCATIONAL
TRAINING CONFERENCE
The program of this Conference
was pubished in the May issue of The
Northe1n. The programme was executed almost to the last detail. It
was a splendid Conference. A good
variety of speakers was chosen and a
wide range of subjects and discussion
indulged. The matter of Vocational
Training with its supreme need and
most important bearings is one of the
strong factors in modern life. It is
gathering about itself great leaders
and is being widely promoted and expanded. Not a small part of this big
movement is the recognition and backing of industrial men in industrial
life and activity.
-----0-----

M rs. Neal is cooking at the Seboomook boarding house. She is welcomed
back to Seboomook by her many
friends.
Miss Catherine Sargent and Miss
Florence White, after spending vacations at their homes at Rockwooo.
have returned to Portland to attend
school.
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OUR

BASEBALL SEASON TO
OPEN SOON
By direction of Manager Gilbert
Mr. William Hilton is laying out the
new diamonds-one to be located at
Rockwood, one at Pittston, one at
Seboomook, and one at Grant Farm.
The making of these diamonds will be
in charge of Mr. James Sargent. Before the next issue of The Northern
we expect our baseball forces to be
set in motion and bespeak a pleasurable and profitable season in this most
wholesome and great sport.
-----0

Paymaster Blake relieved Mr.
Bunker the last week of April on the
B. & A. territory.
-----0

A K. of C. Lodge was formed in
April at Greenville. Officials from
Bangor, Portland and Boston were
present. F. A. Murphy, Phillip Bolduc
and F. J. Malone became members
of the lodge.

-----0----M r. and Mrs. Flanders are working at Pittston Farm.

- - ---0----M r. Marqui has given the cottage
occupied by Mr. Schenck and Mr. Gilbert at the Grant Farm a fresh coat
of paint.
-----0

Mr. Ralph James has entered upon
his duties in the clerical force at
Rockwood.

A mistake, when discovered, always looks stupid.

